GARDEN ; Green spaces

Plotting
together
Community gardens are proving that many
green thumbs make light work. Sue White
gets her hands dirty.
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magine going for a stroll in your local
city area, coming across a little oasis,
a fruit and vegie forest where you can
snag a tomato or chilli from the garden.
Need a bit of coriander for your salad? No
worries, just pop outside and grab a sprig.
Welcome to your local community garden.
The idea of communal gardens built
and maintained by locals is starting to
gain momentum, with slivers of greenery
starting to pop up in laneways, schools,
disused bits of land and shared yards.
For SBS TV garden guru Costa
Georgiadis, the reason for the boom in
community gardening became all too
clear when he toured the country for the
latest season of Garden Odyssey.
"The fruit and vegetables are a great visual
outcome, but behind the scenes people in
these gardens are really opening up to
community engagement," he says.
With many informal community
gardens tucked away, experts don't know
how many exist in Australia. But the
growth spurt looks set to continue.
"Interest has grown significantly as our
understanding of climate change has
developed and people start to link food
with environmental issues," says Annie
Walker, City of Sydney Council's
community gardens officer.
Part of the appeal may be that
community gardens are ideal for
beginners wanting to cultivate green
thumbs. "It's a fantastic way for novice
gardeners to get started," says Helen
Tuton, national garden centre
coordinator at Sustainable Gardening
Australia. "You can share your successes
and failures, and learn from each other."
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Finding the
If there's no communal garden nearby, why
not start your own? Begin by harnessing
people power, advises Walker. "You'll need
a small group of committed people to do
the legwork, look for a site and develop a
plan. Once you have a site in mind you can
open things up to a bigger group."
Unless you're just planting the odd tree
along footpaths, don't be tempted to go it
alone - you'll need more than your own
enthusiasm to haggle with council, source
materials and motivate people to the point
where planting begins. Gather five to 10
people with an ability to follow up on
promises and provide a smattering of
horticulture knowledge. Appoint one
particularly proactive person to deal with
council if you're seeking their support (they
may need to make some noise to succeed).
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opening up to. Gommunjty engagement"
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Above left; Potted herbs at Greg Hewish Memorial Garden
in Redfern, Sydney. Above: Cook Garden in, Waterloo,
Sydney, was established in early 1997. Left and below:
Glebe Community Garden is tended by 40 gardeners.

"Find a nice sunny spot with no access
issues," says Tuton. "The flatter, the better,
so less mobile people can be included."
Of course, you'll have to find out who
owns the land in order to get permission
to create the garden. Your local council
should have this information.
Decide as a group if you want individual
plots or a communal space. People tend to
be more motivated by an individual plot
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» than a food forest (1 x 2 m is enough for
one to two people to garden), but leave
space for larger communal plots to grow
plants needing more time or space.
Cultivate your communal plots at monthly
working bees open to the general public.
Create an area for composting,
preparation and seedlings, plus a shady
spot to socialise. Fences are optional;
sheds often come at stage two; and
don't forget signage - it's a great way
to encourage participation and promote
local supporters. As for vegetation, decide
early on how much space you want to
devote to fruit, vegies and herbs, and
whether or not you want natives.

Planting the
The length of time from the first flash of
inspiration until you're talking tenderly to
your tomatoes depends on a myriad of
factors, as the experts' opinions show.
"It doesn't need to be a huge production,"
says Tuton. She believes you could be
planting within a few months of finding
a site, especially if you use no-dig (raised)
garden beds to get around issues of poor
soil quality. City of Sydney's Walker
believes you need longer, given the
importance of planning.
But for sustainable gardening expert
Michael Mobbs, time is of the essence.
He has helped transform the street
verges of Sydney's Chippendale into a
food forest, complete with community
composting, simply by refusing to get
bogged down in bureaucracy. "Planting
a fruit tree in front of your house on the
street only takes a couple of hours, and is
much easier than grinding away with

council. It takes two years to get a fruit tree
to bear; do you want to get it in this season,
or spend the next year tied up in red tape?"
Our take? Aim for a fbcussed six-month
effort if you want money, permission, or
infrastructure support from your local
council. They'll likely drag things out for
longer, but press them so you don't lose
momentum. Use the time to get organised
but not discouraged.

Funding the
How much cash you'll need depends on
three factors: your council and how
supportive they are in paying for
infrastructure like fences and water tanks;
your group's skills at sourcing recycled
materials such as old pallets for garden
beds; and the willingness of local
businesses to donate items such as tools.
If you're innovative, Tuton believes
about $1,000 or $2,000 can be enough to
get going, while Walker says she's seen
grant applications ranging from $10,000
to $90,000. She says $5,000 would get you
soil, garden'beds and a basic start. "Look
to get your grants in stages. Stage one
might be garden beds and a water tank,
stage two might be a tool shed," she adds.
Above: Decide early on if you'd like to grow natives,

Coming to fruition

fruit, vegies or a combination. Below left: Raised

Many gardens start simply and end up
encompassing a whole swag of other
projects, such as encouraging local cafes
to compost or running regular garden
tours. The limits are dictated not by the
end of the growing season, but your
imagination, so get going! G

garden beds are great for areas with poor soil.

SUE WHITE is a regular G contributor who is helping
to set up a community garden in Coogee, Sydney.,

Resources and gardens
to inform and inspire

The website is packed with pract
tools such as checklists for-gettin
started, plus Australia-wide conte
www.cornmunitygarden.org.au
\Corni
:
This 77-page guide is a boon for
anyone starting a community garden
Available free of charge at
www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au.
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Brisbane courses, workshoi
an urban success story.
www.northeystreetcityfar

Gardening galore, with l\s and endless inspi
www.ceres.org.au

